Multiview Scheduler Job Aid
Purpose
The purpose of this document is to describe how to use Multiview Scheduler (MVS) to create and maintain a
Multiview schedule for a team. This is a task completed by a scheduler. The document describes how to:
•
•
•
•

Create schedules
Analyze schedules to determine if and where changes are required
Edit schedules, if required
Publish or print schedule details

Overview
Once schedules are created the manager can:
•
•
•
•
•

Assign employees to unstaffed shifts,
Add or remove shifts from the schedule,
Adjust/rebalance the hours worked between different employees,
Edit the details of staffed/unstaffed shifts,
Publish the schedule so that the employees can view it.

Publishing the schedule also adds the schedule details to the timesheet and notifies the affected
employees or all employees of the schedule changes using Work mail.

Terminology
The following are common terms used in the MVS Scheduler:
NOTE: Relief Queue is not yet operational.
Ad Hoc Shift: An ad hoc shift is a shift created outside of the master rotation. Ad hoc shifts can be easily
identified in the Advanced Schedule View
Advanced Schedule View (ASV): Using the Advanced Schedule View, you are able to view shift
assignments for each employee or resource, edit or add shift details individually or as a mass edit, assign
employees to shifts, swap shifts, book-off employees, create ad hoc shifts, etc. It is a multi-function tool
for schedule management.
Availability Management: Availability management allows employees to electronically define when they
are available.
Labour Metrics: Labor metrics measure, track, and control the amount of work, time, and costs devoted
to different activities and tasks. For example, a company typically may want to know how much time and
labor is devoted to specific activities in order to measure the true cost of these activities.
Master rotation: The master rotation feature supports the creation of long-term shift patterns along with
the ability to assign cost metrics directly to the schedule, or have the schedule adopt metrics from the
assigned employees. Once a schedule is processed, the unassigned shifts can be assigned to
employees, left as unassigned and sent to the Relief Queue, or determine that the shift is not needed.
Audit Tracking: Edits made to an assigned shift are tracked. This audit log data helps both the employer
and the employees understand the reasons behind past scheduling decisions.
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Step 1: Create Shift Labels
A display label is created for each shift. The label describes the shift. Each shift display label should be unique
and represent attributes of that shift. The shift display label has a specific format: shift length - shift start time. It is
recommended that you keep your shift display labels to nine characters.
The following are examples of shift display labels:
-

An eight-hour day shift starting at 6:45 AM is 8D645
A ten-hour evening shift starting at 2:50 PM is 10E250
A nine-hour evening shift starting at 11:00 PM is 9N1100 Shift display labels are also color coordinated.

Shift labels are assigned unique colours. The following are examples of how shift display labels can be color
coordinated to represent the shift:
-

Day - Dark blue
Evening - Orange red
Night - Dark green

1. Open UltiPro and go to Time
and Attendance.
2. Click Maint.
3. Navigate through the folders:
Maint > Schedule Settings >
Scheduling > Multi-view
Scheduler > Advanced
Settings > ES Data Definition >
Shift Display Label.
4. Click Shift Display Label.

5. Click Create New Entry.

Type a short form descriptor of the
new shift. Keep the label name
under 9 characters and do your best
to describe the attributes of the shift
using the format described above.
6. Click Save.
7. Repeat for each shift.
Note: Shift display labels are used for visual representation in the Master Rotation. Ultimately, they are viewed
on the schedule in the Advanced Schedule View (ASV).
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Step 2. Shift Configuration
Once shifts have been labelled, they can be configured. To configure is to apply elements to the shift. First, a
shift is created for a Unit/Team, and when building the schedule, the shift is assigned a job. Then, employees
can be assigned to the shifts.

1. Scheduling > Multi-view
Scheduler > Advanced Settings
> ES Data Definition > Shift
Configuration

2. Click Shift Configuration.

3. Click on look up icon
in
Team field to view dropdown
list. Most Managers will only see
one team.
4. Select your Team.
5. Click Load.
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Step 2a. – Creating a shift
Any previously created shifts will appear.
To create new shift click on

to view the Shift Configuration form.

The following describes the fields and checkboxes within the Shift Configuration form when creating a new shift.



Unit: The Unit field is the team
associated with the shift. This
field is automatically
populated based on the team
selected when opening the
shift configuration form.



Display Label: Select the shift
display label that will be
associated with the shift.



Description: The description of the
shift. This shift represents all the
information you place on this shift.



Start/End Time: This is the start and
end times for the shift.



Activity: The activities associated
with the shift. Typically, a shift will
be of the WRK activity. If the
activity is not displaying, double
check that the working activity is
tied to an activity type map.



Shift Type: Shift types logically group shifts of similar attributes together. These attributes can be related
to position, qualification, time, or work nature. By default, an ALL shift type is available in the application
and can be renamed, if necessary. This field is used for reporting purposes only.



Font Color: This field indicates the color of the shift.
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Active Dates: The Active dates are the dates that the shift is active. These dates drive when the shift is
available or available for use.



Apply to Sub-teams: Check this box if the shift applies to sub teams.



Subscription Dates: If the Apply to Sub-teams checkbox is checked, the subscription dates must be filled
out. These are the active dates the shift is applied to sub- teams.



Break Activity Panel: The break panel is located directly under the subscription dates in the shift
configuration form. Click the + sign to add a break.



Start Time: The start time of the assigned break.



End Time: The time the assigned break ends.



Break activity: Break activity is the activity assigned to a break (BRK, MEAL, etc.) This is defined by the
unpaid time code in the Activity. There must be a break activity and an activity type map tied to the
activity.



Day Part Panel: The Day Part panel is located directly underneath the Break panel. Click the + sign to
add a day part associated with the shift.

1. Complete the shift configuration fields described above.
2. Scroll down and click Save. The shift now shows in the shift configuration list (see image below).
3. To make modifications to the shift or to make it inactive, click on the pencil icon. (Step 2b shows how to
edit a shift).
4. Repeat process to create another shift configuration.
5. Repeat for each shift.
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Step 2b. Editing a Shift Configuration
Shifts may be edited or inactivated by selecting the pencil icon.

You can edit shifts once the shifts are created or configured. All shift edits are effective-dated. If a shift has
been used in scheduling and has been published onto employees' timesheets, then the edit is only effective on
or after the date following the shift's latest published date.

Inactivate Shift
You can inactivate a shift if the shift is no longer applicable to the unit.
Note: You can only inactivate a shift AFTER the shift's last used date. Once a shift is inactivated, the shift can no
longer be used for scheduling in the team and all subscribing teams (if applicable).
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Step 3. Creating Master Rotation
The master rotation-scheduling tool allows you to create fixed schedules for employees whose regular work
schedule does not change very often. Schedules created as master rotations repeat until an operational need
requires changes to the schedule. For example, a rotation with a length of seven days repeats every week.
Rotations with a length of 28 days repeats every four weeks. Each rotation is anchored to a start date on which
the first rotation starts.
A team or unit can have multiple master rotations depending on how many schedules are needed and each
of the rotations can be a different length. The number of rotations to use is typically a business decision. If the
staff members work on different repetition lengths, then multiple rotations can be used. If the staff members all
work on the same duration of repetition length (i.e., all the staff members work a 28-day schedule), then there is
no need to use multiple rotations.
The master rotation process is comprised of multiple steps.


Create the master rotation



Create the master rotation version - add jobs and shifts



Activate the master rotation



Assign employees



Process the master rotation
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Step 3a - Creating New Master Rotation
The first step in the process is to create the master rotation. The master rotation is a template for a shift pattern.
First, you must create the template. Once you create the template, then you create the master rotation
version.

1. Click Maint.
2. Navigate through the folders:
Scheduling > Multi-view
Scheduler > Master Rotation >
Master Rotation-Create New
Rotation

3. Click on Create New Rotation
to view the Master Rotation
form.

4. Complete the fields on the Master Rotation form described below.
5. Click Save.

The following describes the fields and checkboxes within the Master Rotation - Create New Rotation form


Click Create New Entry



Name: The Name field is the unique
identifier for the Master Rotation.
There may be multiple rotations per
team, so this name should be easily
identifiable for the schedulers.



Description: The description of the
Master Rotation (MR).



Length in Days: The length of the
Master Rotation. After the last day of
the rotation, the rotation is repeated.
E.g. A rotation with a length of seven
days repeats every week. Rotations
with a length of 28 days repeat every
four weeks.



Start Date: The date the MR begins.
Each rotation is anchored to a start
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date on which the first rotation starts.


Default No. of Rows: The default number of rows indicates the number of resources needed for the
rotation. A row is needed for each shift that a specific resource works during the rotation. E.g: If three
employees are needed for the 6:00AM to 6:00PM shift, you need three rows.



Team: The team the rotation is associated with.

Step 3b - Master Rotation – Plotting Shifts Details and Creating New Version
Once the basic rotation information is added, the details of the rotation are defined by creating a master
rotation version. There are a couple reasons why a supervisor would want to create a new version of a master
rotation (When there are changes to jobs, shifts, or any labor metrics). If you do not change the effective date
and you have already assigned employees and activated and generated schedules, it overwrites anything
you have created on the master rotation and creates a new version.
1. Click Maint.
2. Navigate
through
the
folders:
Scheduling > Multi-view Scheduler >
Master Rotation > Plot Shifts
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Step 3c - Master Rotation – Plotting Shifts Details and Creating New Version

1. Click on Lock up icon
2. Select the team
3. Click Go

Master Rotation Versions panel: The Master Rotation Versions panel lists the current active version and
those versions in draft mode. Once a change has been made to a current version of the Master Rotation, a
new version is created and placed into draft mode until activated.
The status of the version can be:
-

Draft: Can be edited and needs to be activated before the next step.
Active: The version is active and can be edited. When it's edited, a new version will be created.
Inactive: Cannot be edited.

The Master Rotation - Create New Rotation form assembles the actual rotation by adding jobs and shifts and
plotting each shift to a day. Once the rotation has been saved, a new panel displays The Master Rotation
Versions panel.

Note: Following is the detailed explanation of the Master Rotations Version screen shown below. Steps for
plotting shifts start from Step 3d.
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Master Rotation - Create New Rotation Form: Draft Mode
There are 4 important sections of the Master Rotation Draft screen:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Functional buttons
Labor Metrics Panel
Calendar Panel
Shift/Coverage Info Section
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1. The following describes the Functional Buttons.

Edit: The edit button corresponds to the resource section of the master rotation screen. A row MUST be selected
in the resource section before the edit button will display the edit form. The edit form displays the following
information related to Labour Metrics:







Row: The selected row(s) from the resource section of the Master Rotation
Job: A job can be selected for the row.
Union Code: A Union Code can be selected for the row.
MU/RESPC: An MU.RESPC can be selected for the row.
Department: A department can be selected from the row.
Off Days: The number of days not scheduled within the rotation timeframe.

Copy: The copy function opens the copy form. In a template, there should be the same number of rows as there are
employees needed for that job. If multiple employees are needed for the same rotation and same job, a template row
can be copied. This saves time not having to fill out the same rotation several times. Splitting rows is used for employees
who work multiple jobs. This function allows you to assign multiple shifts per day, or multiple rotations to a single
employee. A row can only be split in the one-time schedule template. A row does not have to be selected for the form to
display. Copying a row could mean copying the entire row, copying the labor metrics of a row, or shifting the cells.
The Copy button displays the following information:







Source Row: The Source row is the row you are
about to copy.
Position: The position field corresponds to the
Target Row. There are 3 options for position (Into,
Before, and After). If Into is selected, it will
overwrite the target row.
Target Row: Target row corresponds to the Position
field. For example, if I want to copy row 2 and
place it after row 4, the Source Row would equal
2, the position would equal after, and the Target
row would equal 4.
Type: There are three different types available for copy (Entire Row, Labor Metrics Only and Shift Cells Only).
If entire row is selected, everything in the row will be copied. If labor metrics only is selected, only the labor
metrics will be copied. If the shift cells only is selected, a blank row will be inserted.
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Offset: The Offset field determines if this resource has a shift offset. It can be negative or positive.

Add: If Add is selected, the add row form displays
to add a new row.





If the Add New Row option is selected, a
new row is inserted after the last row.
If the Insert New Row Into Position option is
selected, you must designate a position
and target row.
The position field is how the new row will
be inserted (before and after) and the Target Row field is where. For example, if you want the new row
inserted after row 3, the position is After and the Target Row is 3.

Save: The Save button saves the rotation as is.
Validate: The Validate button verifies the schedule compliance rules. If the rules have not been met, a warning
message displays along with the errors. Note: You can still activate a schedule even if schedule compliance
hasn’t been met.

Activate: The activate button activates the rotation and places in an Active status instead of a Draft status.
Once the rotation has been activated, if any edits are made, a new version is created. Note: You can still
activate a schedule if the schedule compliance rules are set to a warning. If the schedule compliance rules are
set to error, you must fix the errors first before continuing with activation.

Copy Rotation: The Copy Rotation opens the Master Rotation – Create New Rotation form and allows the
copying of the rotation as is. The information to complete is as follows:

New rotation name: Unique identifier for
the new rotation.
New rotation description: Description of
the new rotation.
Rotation start date: The first day the
rotation begins.
Effective date: Effective date is the day
the rotation can be activated.
End date: The last day the rotation is
effective.
Length of rotation: The length of the
rotation in days.
Team: This field cannot be changed.

Print: Opens the Print form. The Resource section and the Weekly section prints the current rotation as is.
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2. The following describes the Labor Metric Panel

The labor metrics panel of the master rotation displays information regarding labor metrics (Job, Union Code,
MU/RESPC, and Department). To edit this information, select the row(s) to edit and then select the Edit
functional button.
Splitting a row: Splitting a row is typically used when an employee has more than one job. By splitting the row,
the scheduler can easily identify the employee. To split a row, select the plus button to the left of the row.
Deleting a row: To delete a row, select the button to the left of the row.

3. The Calendar Panel
The calendar panel of the
master rotation is where
to assign shifts. In each
row of each day, place the
necessary shift. The shift
display label defines the
shift.
Note: The shift MUST be
added to the rotation by
using the Shift Coverage
Info Panel before it can be
added to the weekly section.
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4. The following describes the Shift/Coverage Info Panel

The Shift/Coverage Info panel is where shifts can be added to the rotation. Shift/Coverage Info panel is used to
add shifts to the rotation.
To add a shift:
-

Supervisor would first add a shift label by using the Add Shift Label field. If you use the DB lookup in the field,
you may select multiple display labels to add to the rotation. Once the appropriate display labels are
selected, click Add.

-

Then, to add the shifts to the rotation, type the label into the applicable day on the weekly section, or click
the Turn Shift Copy On, select the label to copy by selecting the button next to the display label, then click
on the day in the Calendar Panel.

Note: When display labels are added to the rotation, there is a View Shift Changes button that displays. This
displays information about the shift history.
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Step 4 - Plotting Jobs
This is where you plot the jobs that are required to be filled and give a rotation for the job.
1. Select the row and click edit.

2. Click the look
up icon in the
job field.
3. Select the job
title.
4. Click Submit.
5. Repeat the process for all the jobs.
Selected job will be displayed as shown in the image below.
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Excess rows should be deleted; otherwise, the system will want you to fill them out. To delete, select the row you
want to delete and click on the delete bucket.

Step 4a - Adding Shift labels to Calendar Panel.
1.

Click on the look up tab as shown in the image below.

2.

Select shifts you want to add, click Save.
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Note: For some users they might have to adjust their screen size of the browser, because the shift labels are hard
to see. Shift labels are displayed below scroll up and down to see the list of shifts, if you cannot see the list you
might have to adjust your screen size.

Below are the examples of popular internet browsers screen settings for your reference.

Fire Fox

3.

Google Chrome

Internet Explorer

After adjusting the screen size you will be able to see the shift label, there’s a paper icon beside the
label name in the listing. Click on it.
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4.

To copy the shift click on the Turn
Shift Copy on (When it’s On it
displays Turn Shift Copy Off).

Note: Once you click on the paper icon it will highlight and it will copy the information highlighted wherever you click in
the calendar panel. See the example below.
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An example is shown below of what a Master Rotation Table looks like after copying labels for each job.
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Step 4b - Activate Master Rotation
Once shift data and labor metrics are added to the master rotation, it can be validated and activated.
If using the Schedule Compliance module, it is good practice to validate the schedule (by selecting the Validate button in
the functional buttons) before activating to find any schedule compliance errors. If the schedule is not in compliance, an
error displays with the information to be corrected. If the schedule is in compliance, a message at the top of the rotation
states "Master Rotation Validated. No validation errors found”. Note that you can still activate the rotation even if there
are validation errors.
Activating the rotation changes its status from Draft to Active. Once the status is active, employees can be assigned.
Employees cannot be assigned until the rotation is activated.
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Step 5. Adding Employees to Master Rotation
Once the master rotation is activated, employees can be assigned. Employees can only be assigned to active rotations.
Employees can have more than one assignment at one time. They might belong to more than one rotation row. The
schedule details created for the employee must show all rotation rows assigned to that employee.

The system applies non-overlapping shifts. However, if two shifts for the employee overlap, the system does not apply
the override.
Scheduling > Multi-view Scheduler > Master
Rotation > Master Rotation-Assignment.

Step 5a - Adding Employees to Master Rotation
You have two options for dates:


Select Start & End Dates: Selecting this
option displays the rotation for the dates
entered.



Select Start Date & Number of Weeks:
Selecting this option displays the rotation
starting from the start date and then
displays the number of weeks entered.
For example, if you want to display 3 weeks of the schedule starting January 15, enter January 1, 2016
and enter 3 in the field next to it.
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Step 5a - Assigning Employees to the job
The image below shows employees are not yet assigned to the job. To assign employees to each job click on the pencil tab and it will bring up a
Master Rotation – Assignment Table.
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Step 5b - Master Rotation – Assignment Table
The following describes the fields and checkboxes within the Master Rotation – Assignment Table

Complete the required fields then click Submit. The selected employee will be assigned to the Job.

1. Edit Type Unassigned: For
unassigned rows, the only option
here is Assign Employee.

2. Employee: Use the DB lookup to
find the employee who will be
assigned to the row.

3. Start Date: This is the first day the
employee can be scheduled for the
rotation. Typically, this is the first
day of the rotation.

4. End Date: This is the last day the
employee can be scheduled for the
rotation.

5. Assignment: Type: The assignment
type can either be permanent or temporary.

6. Override Labor Metrics: The override labor metrics checkbox allows labor metrics to be overridden. Select the
Override Labor Metrics check box if the labor metrics attached to the shift are not considered when assigning
the employee.

7. Comments: This field allows the scheduler to place comments here. Fill in the information as per labour
requirement.
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Step 5c. To Modify the Assignment
1. Update Assigned Employee: Click the pencil button next to the row for assignment.

2. Edit Type Assigned: To update the assignment, keep at Update Assignment.
3. Start Date: Edit the start date the employee is assigned the rotation.
4. End Date: Edit the end date the employee is assigned. If the assigned end date is changed to before
the rotation ends, an unassigned sub row will be created for the gap in the rotation date ranges. You
must assign someone to make up for the unassigned workload.
5. Override Labor Metrics: Select the Override Labor Metrics check box if the labor metrics attached to the
shift are not considered when assigning the employee. If it is not selected, the employee must meet the
requirements designated in the labor metrics portion of the shift.
6. Un-assigning an Employee: An assigned employee can be unassigned by editing the employee
assignment and selecting the Un-assign Employee option. This returns the row to its original unassigned
state and allows it to edit the employee assignment. Un-assigning an employee is the ONLY way to
change the employee in the row. You must first un-assign the row, then assign it to a new employee.
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Step 5d. To un-assign the employee
1. Select the pencil button next to the row for un-assignment.
2. Edit Type Assigned: To un-assign an employee, select the Un-assign Employee option from the drop down
menu.

3. Start Date: Enter the first day the employee is unassigned.
4. End Date: Edit the last day the employee is unassigned. Typically, the End Date is the last day of the
rotation, unless it’s a temporary un- assignment.
5. Temporary Un-assign: Use this checkbox
6. Comments: This allows comments to be entered by the scheduler.
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Step 6. Processing (Publishing) the Master Rotation
After employees are assigned to the master rotation, it is ready to process. Processing the master rotation releases the
schedule so the schedulers can review it or employees can view it.
Note: Whether or not the process button goes to the schedulers or the employees is determined by the Job scheduler.
There are job scheduler tasks that determines if, when the process button is selected, the scheduler reviews the
schedule before publishing, or if it goes straight to publishing for the employees to immediately view on their schedule.
Viewing master rotation assignment publish alerts: When you publish a master rotation, some of the Job Scheduler
alert tasks that are running send alert messages to your inbox in Work mail once the publishing process begins and ends.
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MVS: Advanced Sched View (AVS): The ASV displays schedules for a given period of time. This view is used for final editing
of the schedules before they are published to the employee's timesheet and for day-to-day shift management. The ASV displays all
the parts of the master rotation and one-time schedule together.
You can do the following from the ASV:




View shift assignments for each employee in the group
selected
Edit or add shift details individually or as a mass edit
Assign employees to shifts
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Swap Shifts
Book-off employees absent from a shift
Create ad hoc shifts

The Advanced Schedule View is divided into three parts:

A. Schedule Section Panel

There are four required fields in the schedule selection panel:
1) Team or Employee: Specify either the Unit or Employee or both. The Calendar panel will not display any
information
without one or both of these fields completed.
2) Schedule Period: There are seven options for the Schedule Period field for selection:
a. Current Schedule Period: The Start and End Dates are automatically completed with the current
schedule period.
b. Last Schedule Period: The Start and End Dates are automatically completed with the last
schedule period.
c. Next Schedule Period: The Start and End Dates are automatically completed with the next
schedule period.
d. Current Week: The Start and End Dates are automatically completed with the dates of the
current week.
e. Last Week: The Start and End Dates fields are automatically completed with the dates of the
previous week.
f. Next Week: The Start and End Dates fields are automatically completed with the dates of the
next week.
g. Manual Date Range: When Manual Date Range is selected, you must manually enter the Start
and End Dates.
3) Start Date: The first day displayed on the calendar panel.
4) End Date: The last day displayed on the calendar panel.
When the required fields are completed and you've added any extra filters, select the Load button.
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B. Key Performance Indicators (KPI) Panel
There are three categories of key performance indicators.
1) Shifts
a. Filled shifts: Indicates the number of shifts and the percentage of shifts that are assigned. Unfilled
Shifts: Indicates the number of shifts and the percentage of shifts that are unassigned.
b. Total Shifts: Indicates the number of total shifts currently displayed on the calendar panel.
2) Hours
a. Filled Hours: Indicates the number of hours and the percentage of hours that are assigned.
Unfilled Hours: Indicates the number of hours and the percentage of hours that are unassigned.
b. Total Hours: Indicates the number of total hours currently displayed on the calendar panel.
3) Totals
a. Total Cost: Total cost of the current assignments, if costs are implemented.
b. Total Hours: Total hours displayed on the calendar panel.
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C. Calendar Panel
The Calendar Panel is the most important panel in the ASV. It is used to review and edit shifts. The Calendar panel has four different tabs to help sort
the employees with the following criteria:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Position Tab: Sorts employees based on the assigned job.
Team Tab: Sorts employees based on their team.
Shift Tab: Sorts employees based on the shifts they are assigned to.
Employee Tab: Sorts employees based on the employee. To further sort employee, use the Sort function icon at the top right of the ASV.
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Function Icons:

New Ad Hoc: The New Ad Hoc icon displays the new Ad hoc window. The following fields are available for edit:
-

Date: Select the day the shift will be added.
Unit (optional): Indicates the team associated with the new shift. This field populates information in the
Shift, Employee, and Job fields.
Shift (optional): Select the Shift to add.
Employee (optional): Select the Employee for the shift.
Job (optional): Select the job for the shift.

Book-Off: The Book-Off Wizard window provides you with a common window for booking off individual
employees using the Detail Edit mode or groups of employees using the Mass Edit mode.
Filter: The Filter icon is used to display the filter options for the calendar.
Sort By: The Sort By icon is used to further sort employees in the calendar panel. There is a primary sort and a
secondary sort, but the secondary sort only displays if the Employment Type or the Work Type i s selected.
Display Options: This controls the information displayed in each cell. The
following are options for display:
-

Availability: Displays availability for each day if the Availability
Management module is implemented.
Start/End Time: Displays the shift start/end times.
Unit: Displays the unit on each day of the calendar panel.
Preference: Displays the preference on each day of the calendar
panel. Not used in most MVS implementations.
Activity: Displays the activity for each shift.
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Edit Mode: The Edit Mode icon is used to perform an edit.
There are three edit options that can be performed from the ASV:
1) Simple Edit – The Simple Edit is used to make simple changes such as
adding a shift via shift display label.
2) Details Edit – Details edit is the most commonly used edit mode. Using
the details edit, you can perform the following actions on each day
of the calendar panel:
a) Copy
b) Mark for Swap
c) Book Off
d) Add Shift
e) Shift History
3) Mass Edit - Multiple shifts can be selected at once. Shifts can be copied, duplicated, lengthened,
shortened, new end time selected, unassigned, booked off, and assigned deleted (ad hoc only).

Print: The Print icon is used to send the filtered and sorted schedule to the printer. You have the option to save
the schedule to a portable document file format (pdf).
Publish: If the schedule is already published, this icon does not display in the functional icons. The Publish icon is
used to publish a schedule. This action publishes the schedule to the employee timesheets. Schedule details
appear on the employee’s timesheets. Employees clock against these schedules and pay rules are applied
accordingly
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The ASV is color coded to make schedules easy to interpret.
Example-Yellow indicates unassigned shifts, blue indicates ad hoc shifts, green indicates shifts selected for mass
edits
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